Criteria for Award of MBBS Year 3 Clinical Prizes

**Shepherd-Millingen Prize** for excellence in clinical history and physical examination skills. The Award to be based on the following criteria:
1) the student has passed at least 11 of the 12 OSCE stations in MBBS Year 3
2) the student achieves the best individual student aggregate performance across 12 OSCE stations, in the Accessible Competency Domains - HTS, ES, CS
3) in the event of more than one student ranked equal first on criteria (2), evaluation reports (for medical history and physical examination domains) from the Bedside Clinical Skills program and Large Group Clinical Tutorials will be considered.

**Boyd Prize** for excellence in clinical diagnostic reasoning. The Award to be based on the following criteria:
1) the student has passed at least 11 of the 12 OSCE stations in MBBS Year 3
2) the student achieves the best individual aggregate performance across 12 OSCE stations, in the Accessible Competency Domains - DS, IV, CP, MP
3) in the event of more than one student ranked equal first on criteria (2), evaluation reports (for clinical diagnostic reasoning domains) from the Bedside Clinical Skills program and Large Group Clinical Tutorials will be considered.